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Man is Made of Stone

People waste time
Admi esa miti se bana hai
Amm lokh yahi tho karthe hein
They let worthy time slip out their hands and vanish.
Jese ke ek ameer admi pesa ko bhool jatha hai aur hod ko koh jata hai
People waste time watching their
every move har wakth
every step har gali
every action humaisha
Kya ye atchi baath hai ya pir galath?
Is it not good to slip-up and fall to the ground?
Isn’t that how children learn to walk then learn to run? Then to
fall again and rise?
Is dunya mein wakth ke jese kami aur nahi.
Bijalee aur pani ke biger
koi reh nahi sakta – magar! bir bhi wakth aur mangtha hai
Mauth ke hatho mein koi be nahi jana chata
Tharap te tharap te jee lehte hai.
People waste time explaining themselves
Admi esa miti se bana hai
People waste time trying to understand.
Admi esa miti se bana hai
People waste time frustrated.
Admi esa miti se bana hai
People waste time disappointed